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Abstract: Marketing and management researchers pointed out, beginning whit ’90s,
the benefits of implementation of a new business philosophy – market orientation.
Even if, the concept has an interdisciplinary approach, all academics and managers
started from the same point – market orientation is a business philosophy, which
connects all the functional areas of the organization to environment in which
operates and ensures long-term profitability. Even if, the market orientation concept
was the topic for many researches, in economic literature any framework model of
implementation was not developed. In the article we present a framework model,
which will emphasise the steps, and changes that an organization has to do to
become market orientated, beginning from the particular case of automobile
industry.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The automotive industry passed through important changes and evolved towards new
directions. Is no doubt that automotive industry is a highly dynamic and competitive, global
industry. The European automotive industry, for instance, contributes to the European
economy by creating value added ( 7% of total manufacturing output), employment (7% of
total manufacturing employment), trade (5% of total manufacturing exports), and by investing
in research and development (20% 0f total manufacturing R&D) (EC, 2006). The changes in
automotive industry are quick, and affect all the operators: suppliers, producers, retailers etc
The most important factors, which generated these changes, are: the intensification of the
globalisation process, growing competition, the decrease of innovation founds, overcapacity,
the evolution of the consumer needs and exigencies and the present oil crisis. Consumer
expectations of vehicle quality, reliability, safety, and utility are at an all-time high. In this
context the automotive companies have to cope to many challenges, thus: the relocation of the
resources and capacities towards low-cost regions, prices pressures, the acceleration of the
new products development whit limited resources which have to meet consumers needs, the
development of new models whit alternative propulsion, like as – hydrogen, electrical energy.
Even if, many managers from automotive industry who participated in the Kohn, Norrgren
and Stzhre`s (2001) research stated that their companies occupied good positions they all
aggred that because of the changes from the industry it is necesary that their companies to
pass through some changes for responding to the new trands. All managers interwed stated
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that innovation were one of the most important success factor for mentaining the
competitivness of the company. Also they apreciated thet innovation is the key to the
challanges in the globalisation process. An important outgrowth of the new global forces
taking shape is an increased focus within the industry on research and development. All
companies from automotive industry, today is communicating innovation messages:
„Innovation is our mission” – William Clay Ford, Jr. Chairman, Ford Motor Company
„Innovation drives our company and is the Key to the wordwide success of DaimlerChrysler”
– DaimlerChrysler Web site
„Toyota is turning challenges into business opportunities by accelerating the pace of its
innovation to achive new growth.” – Hiroshi Okuda, Chairman, Toyota 2004, Anual Report.
In spit of this, automotive companies have to extend their thinking about innovation
beyound products and services to business model inovation. As automotive companies face
crises, many are beginning to look at new bussines models.
In this context, our paper has the propouse to build a framework of business model
inovation grounded on the market orientation concept beginning from automotive industry
case.
2. INNOVATION AND ITS DIRECTIONS
One of the moust common misconceptions is that innovation implies only technology
changing. There are several directions in innovation field which dont impy technology
change: redefining curent products and market segments, creating new ones, attacking the
competitors etc. As Davida T., Epstein M. J., and Shelton R (2006) emphasised innovation is
not just about changing technologies. They also stated that successfull organizations combine
technology change and business model change to create innovation. In addition, to
successfully integrate a robust model of innovation into the business mentality, the leadership
team must balance both the business and technology elements of innovation.
Business models is about how a company creates, comunicates, and delivers superior
value for the consumers. Business model innovators adapt their business to changing market
dinamics. The fundamental elements of the business model are: value proposition, supply
chain, and target consumers (Davida T., Epstein M. J., and Shelton R., 2006).
2.1. VALUE PROPOSITION
Value proposition is about essentially creation, communication and delivering superior
value for the customers. This could be an entirely new product or service or an expanded
proposition for an existing offering. In value proposition buiding, Marketing mission is to
create or to extend new benefits for the curent customers that ar superior to those deliverd by
the competitors. This process imlies many stages, thus:
• The identification of the desired value – implies the identification of the desires and
demands of the consumers throwgh gathering market information,
• The disemination of the market information to all functional departments within the
organization,
• The respons of the organization – value proposition.
Value proposition is about dilivering all promesis made by the company to the customers.
A fundamental probleme for top-management is to understand the perspective of the
consumer about value and to build superior value biginning from this perspective. Building
value proposition is one of the most important decision for the company. Is very important
that managers to motivate all the emploeeys to participate in the value creating and delivering.
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2.2. SUPPLY CHAIN
The second element to the innovative business model change is the supply chain. The
management of the value chain is considered a great challenge today.
To often innovations are faild because the producers and their suppliers know to less
about consumers needs and their perception about innovations. Because of that in automotive
industry, one of six innovation is accepted by the consumer. Therea are to many complicated
innovations to be accepted by the consumer. Today, only a few drivers know all about the
functions of the cares that they are driving. For instance, 70% of the German and American
drivers know about ABS and only 40% have an ideea about what is ESC. Even if more and
more optional caracteristics become ususl echipmant, optional caracteristics are many then
ever. Today the consumer are overcome by the big number of models and caracteristics. The
complicated name of the innovations made difficult for the consumer to understand vhat is
the value of a specific offer.
Many innovations in automotive industry are developed by the suppliers. These
innovations are optional echipaments for new models. That is why, it is difficult for the
suppliers to estimate how customers will acept the innovations, because the innovations
depend on the demand of the new model. This implies an high uncertainty and risc for the
suppliers. In this context in the future, automotive companies and their suppliers have to test
more carefully the success of the innovations. These have to gather the information about
what innovations consumers want.
On the other, dealers are the first source of gayhering the information about how
consumers understand the benefits of innovations. A study emphasised thet some dealers
allocated 12 minutes to explain to each potential customer the benefits of the innovation
whilw other dealers ignore this aspect. So in automotive industry there is a diconection
between the importance of the innovation for producers and the time allocated for explaining
the innovation offered of the consumers by the dealers.
The outsourcing of the process of production of some components and of the researchdevelopment process for some characteristics and services make the value chain longer and
more complex. The creation, communication and delivery of the superior customer value
highly depend on the degree in which all members of the chain system understand, support
and operate according to the innovation philosophy. In order for the companies to succeed the
alignment of the value chain members to the same goal – that is the creation of the superior
customer value – they must conclude strategic partnerships upwards and downwards the value
chain system for a better coordination of the entire chain. For automotive industry, the
pushing of the innovation process upwards the value chain increases the necessity of reevaluating the suppliers’ certification standards. In future, the producers will wait for social
responsibility from their suppliers-partners and also take into account all characteristics of
local and global environment and attach a higher importance to the stockholders’ demands.
On the other hand, the distributors remain the first source of information for the client. The
philosophy of partnerships along value chain is vital for the success of the innovation and a
great challenge in present conditions.
2.3. TARGET CONSUMER
Changes in the target constomer segments is about when the organization identifies a
segment of customers to whom it does not currently direct its marketing, sales, and
distribution efforts that would consider its products and services valuable.
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The automotive industry is considered one of the most global and concentrated industry,
beeing dominated by a few big companies whit global presence. In spite of this, the
automotive industry is more regional then global (UNIDO, 2003). So, the automotive
companies have to combine in their strategies the two contradictory trends – globalization
(standardization) and segmentation (adaptation). There are many diferences between local
markets or regions which „force” the automotive companies to take to account the adaptation
of some caracteristics to meet the particular demands from local markets. For instance, the
level of income is a factor which modelates the demands from the local markets. The
consumars from developed countries are looking for more and more sophisticated innovations
while the consumers from developing countries can not pay for this tipe of innovations. The
needs, demands and exigensies of the consumers are modelated by local specific. For
instance, the consumers from diferent markets have diferent peception concerning with the
benefices of inovations. That is why the Asian consumers are more interested in electronic
equipment then American consumers. If to all these diferences we take to account the local
regulation and standards concerning whith safty and recycling and taxation we have a
framenwork of the factors which vary from one local market to another. So, the managers
from automotive industry have to take to account all this factors when they develop the
company` strategy. They have to find the right answer to the following question: „ How many
and what caracteristics will be standadized or adaptated?” The right answerd will help the
manager to combine the need of costs reduction and the need of meeting diferent demands
from local markets.
3. THE IMPLEMENTATION OF MARKET ORIENTATION
Successful innovation development need a system of elements that fit together: a clear
innovation strategy that is connected to the company`s business model, the right team that has
the culture to put the strategy to work, an organization that can effectively and efficiently
steer the necessary innovation processes.
The business model is directly connected with the success of innovation. Many emirical
findings of the researches on market orientation topic emphasised that there is a positive
relationship between market orientation and success of innovation. These reseatches
demonstrated that the companies which implement market orientation have high rates of
success in the inovative process.
Market orientation is a business philosophy whose implementation leads to the creation
of an organizational culture “outside towards inside” oriented which has as a result the
connection of all functional departments to the operational environment of the organization
and their alignment to the same common goal - the creation of high customer value. This
orientation represents a new manner of doing business, which helps the organization to
provide quick response to operational environment changes, and leads to the flexibility of
organizational structure and to increase of the organization’s capacity of learning.
When market orientation is implemented, the status of marketing department may be
less important, because all other functional departments are subordinated to the same common
goal - the creation of high customer value. Thus, Kenna (2004) states that:” Marketing is
everything and everything is marketing.” A time will come when the borders between
functional departments disappear and in such a context, according to Slater, the engineers do
not design the product but prepare it for production and the marketers, the sellers and the
finance people make a team, which have, as final goal the increasing of high customer value.
Serving the clients? It’s nobody’s task but everybody’s task.
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Even if, many managers from automotive industry who participated in the Kohn,
Norrgren and Stzhre`s (2001) research stated that their companies occupied good positions
they all aggred that because of the changes from the industry it is necesary that their
companies to pass through some changes for responding to new trands. Because of the prices
presure, many managers admited that they have a prodaction perspectiv concerning whit the
company and they are manage all the processes from this perspective. So, the segnificant
change in the company is passing from the tradition method of doing business to a new logic
of doing business – the implementation of market orientation.
Market orientation is a business philosophy whose implementation leads to the creation
of an organizational culture “outside towards inside” oriented which has as a result the
connection of all functional departments to the operational environment of the organization
and their alignment to the same common goal - the creation of superior customer value. This
orientation represents a new manner of doing business, which helps the organization to
provide quick response to operational environment changes, and leads to the flexibility of
organizational structure and to increase of the organization’s capacity of learning.
When market orientation is implemented, the status of marketing department may be
less important, because all other functional departments are subordinate to the same common
goal - the creation of superior value for the customers. Thus, Kenna (2004) states that:
“Marketing is everything and everything is marketing”. A time will come when the borders
between functional departments disappear and in such a context, according to Slater, the
engineers do not design the product but prepare it for production and the marketers, the sellers
and the finance people make a team, which have as final goal the increasing of superior value
for the consumers. Who serves the clients? It’s nobody’s task but everybody’s task!
Within the companies, which are not market oriented, the marketing department must
play the main role in making the top managers aware of the necessity of market orientation.
The marketing must find the answer to the question that the management rightfully asks:”
Why is it necessary that the company should be (more) market oriented especially that the
implementation of this philosophy implies costs, efforts and time? On the other hand, the
probability of a failure is not to be neglected because the implementation is, from our point of
view, a process of change, which takes into account the both culture and the organizational
behaviour and the strategies, the organizational structure, the processes and the operations. As
any other change it will face resistance if the need and directions of change are not well
understood and supported by all members of the organization.
The most important changes within the organization in the transition period are
emphasised in the table number 1.

Table 1. The most important changes within the organization in the transition
period and the success factors of implementation process
Past
Prodact orientated
organization

Success factors of
market orientation
implementation

Present
Market orientated organization
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Made moust of the
components inside

Mangement` capacity
of accomplishing the
change

The improuvments were
made beside own
products (inside
perspective)

The organization is
manage throwgh
functional departaments.
Traditional organizatoric
structure.

Standardizate marketing mix

The intensity of change
resistances

The involvement of the
emploees in the
changeing process

Competitive advantage
were obtain through costs
control

New products were
developed slolly

Inovation process is
manage from tehnical
perspective

The decision taking
process is concentrated to
the top-management level

The
production
of
many
components is outsursing. Practices
the partnership whit members of the
value chain. It is concentrated on
the core competences.

The improvements are made
beginning from the feedback (the
needs and desires of the
consumers) and taking to account
the competitors` products (an
outside perspective).

The organization is manage through
task orientated interdepartamental
teams.
Flexible
organizatoric
structure
How many and what elements will
be standardizate and adaptated?
Sustenable competitive advantage is
obtain
through
building,
comunicating
and
delivering
superior value for the customers

The motivation degree
of the emploees to
accept the change

The degree of
implementation of
market orientation of
the value chain
members

The development cycle of new
products is faster. New products
reprezent
the
result
of
interdepartamental work. New
products are the result of a good
colaboration beteen C&D and
Marketing

The innovation process is managed
from customer perspective. The
outsursing of inovation process
upsterm of value chain.
The decision taking process is
descentralizated. Project manager
has rised competences in the
decision process taking.

Some mangers can consider the opportunity of implementing market orientation only
when the organization pass throwgh a crisis period because of the evolution of some external
or internal factors. In this case, the implementation process implies sudden changes and
sometimes can imply radical changes within organization. Other managers will decide to
implement market orientation taking to account an realistic and desired future image of the
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organization. In this case, managers will adopt the „step by step” implementation, avoiding
change resistances. Even if we are talking about a radical or a „step by step” implementation,
managers have to know that the implementation is a long-term process.
Taking into account the main changes that should occur within the transition process,
we think that some phases should be done within the market orientation implementation:
Diagram No 1. The phases of market orientation implementation
The analysis of the current situation of the organization and the need for change
What is the present situation of the organization?
What is the present situation of the industry in which the organization operates and which are the
future trends?
↓
Developing market - oriented vision
Where does the organization want to get in the future?
What is the position of the client within the future image of the organization?
↓
Developing market - oriented strategy
What is the direction to be followed to achieve the future image of the organization?
What is the new position of the client?
The release of programs for the employees to become aware
and motivate them to accept the new position of the client
↓
Redefining the organizational structure
The settlement of inter-departmental task oriented teams
Blunt and flexible organizational structure
Decentralizing decision-making
↓
Re-organization of processes and operations
Inter-departmental task oriented teams
The creation of superior value for the client
↓
The motivation of value chain members to adopt and support market orientation
Concluding strategic partnerships with members of the value chain system
The creation, communication and delivery of the high value for the client
↓
↓
Upwards
Downwards
Source: Authors’ point of view

4. CONCLUSIONS
The automotive industry is passing through important changes. In this context,
managers from automotive industry addmit that „The traditional way of doing business is not
an option anymore”. Also, they accept that automotive companies have to pass through some
changes to have the cappacity to cope to the enviromntal changes emphasised in this paper.
So, the automotive companies have to be (more) market orientated.
Market orientation is not a new concept, it was staded begining whit `90. Even if some
academics consider that market orientation is more a descussed topic then a set of managerial
practices, empirical faindigs emphasise that there is a possitive relationship between market
orientation and organizational performance.
The implementation of market orientation generates important changes within the
organizational culture, strategy, organizatoric struncture, procesess and operations. Managers
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from automotive industry have to analyse the opportunity of implementation of market
orientation taking to account not only the presente situation of the firm and the industry, but
allso the future trends of the industry.
The paper is a poin of wieu one and is based on the emirical faindings of may
researches on the market orientation concept. The limits of the paper come from the fact that
we developed the mehodologiclly fromevork of implementation taking to account only the
case of a product orientated firm, but in the practice the car companies have allready diferent
degree of market orientation. Allso, the most important changes from the tranzition period are
only emphasised without beeing developed.
The paper offers to the academics furter research diections and represents a ghide of
market orientation implementation for the managers from automotive industry and not only.
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